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This new accelerated and up to date fourth variation makes connection with present know-how
and modern social expressions because it teaches the fundamentals of spoken and written
French. it is a excessive school-level textbook emphasizing oral talent and delivering guide in
written French composition, studying proficiency, listening comprehension, grammar,
vocabulary, and use of French idioms. Dialogues, songs, note puzzles, and different studentfriendly beneficial properties support scholars construct French verbal exchange talents French
Now! Level 1 as they achieve insights into modern French existence and culture. perform and
assessment questions are awarded in the course of the text, and solutions to all questions are
given in a collection of perforated pages in the back of the book. The textual content is
complemented with a wealth of pictures and illustrations.
excellent activates for writing and speaking....however, there has now not French Now! Level 1
been sufficient iintroduction on vocabulary. If had now not already studied French i'd became
frustrated. I greatly just like the CDs. they're solid pronunciation practice.
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